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The Channel
for Children

TV KANAL D
Serbian Children’s
Television as the
Gateway to a new
Market
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Serbia A Country with huge
Opportunities
With about 7.5 million inhabitants, Serbia is the
largest republic of Former Yugoslavia and a country,
which has been able to record an enormous
economic growth in the past years - “A young
market, which will slowly mature.” (GfK). The World
Bank calls Serbia one of the leading transitional
countries in the field of development advancement
of companies and creation of workplaces. In 2007,
the GDP grew by 7.5 percent; for 2008, an increase
in economic performance of six percent is forecast.
This very positive information can mainly be attributed
to the private consumption of the Serbian people,
whose net income is constantly increasing – “Private
consumption is the largest growth factor in Serbia”;
(EBRD – European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development). The purchasing power is constantly
increasing and the net income is recording continual
growth rates. The consumer appetite is unlimited.
After the chaos of war, the Serbs today have a huge
backlog of demand for many daily commodities,
consumer articles and leisure items. For example,
growth rates of 30 percent and more are recorded
in the sales of sports equipment and sporting
accessories.

Private consumption is the largest economic engine in Serbia
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Serbia - A country with huge opportunities
The EU is the most important trading partner of
Serbia – about half of Serbian trade is carried out
with states, which belong to the EU. The parliamentary
elections in spring 2008 – they turned out in favour
of the Democratic Party – also confirmed a clear
pro-European course, thus smoothing the path for
harmonisation with the European Union. – “Through
the political and economic harmonisation to the EU,
a persistent economic growth is expected in the
medium-term which will considerably accelerate
the catch-up process,” (Price Waterhouse Coopers).
Many international brands and chains have already
discovered a new future market in Serbia.
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Serbia –
facts & figures
Serbia is a parliamentary democracy.
Serbia has 7.5 million inhabitants – of which approx.
one million are children between the ages of four
and twelve.
In Serbia, approximately 56 percent of the population
live in cities.
About two million people live in the metropolitan
area of Belgrade.
Novi Sad: approx. 300,000 inhabitants
Nis: approx. 250,000 inhabitants
Kragujevac: approx. 175,000 inhabitants
14 percent of the population have a university
degree, over 40 percent completed high school and
approx. one third of Serbs completed elementary
school.

One million children are between four and twelve years old
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Children in Serbia –
The next Generation
Children in Serbia are virtually no different in their
consumer desires to West European children – with
perhaps one exception: in international comparison,
Serbian children have the highest brand knowledge
even though they (currently) use considerably less
brands in everyday life. A research work was completed about this result by the Vienna University of
Economics*, which surveyed the brand knowledge of
3 to 5-year old children in Serbia and Austria among
other places. In addition, Serbian children have more
influence on their parents when buying and using
brand products.
In these times of political stabilisation and economic
upswing, parents are under a great deal of pressure
to ensure that their children are not lacking anything
– in Serbia, there is a particularly strong focus on the
well-being of the children.
On average, Serbian children receive 40 Euro per
month pocket money. Compared with income, the
level of pocket money is high. This in turn documents the high value that children in Serbia enjoy.
As a general rule, children are cared for in the home
until they start school. They start school at seven
years old. Compulsory education takes nine years,
split into three blocks. Later, they have the opportunity to complete grammar school, a field-specific
high school or a professional apprenticeship lasting
several years.
* Elisabeth Götze: Brand Knowledge of 3 to 5-year old Children and their
Influence on the Brand Decisions of their Parent / Carer.

Serbian children have the highest level of brand awareness
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Children in Serbia – The next Generation
Sport is a massive subject: among the most popular
sports are basketball (Serbia is the record world
champion), football and tennis.
Serbian parents and relatives like to spoil their
children without any reason. Bank holidays are,
of course, a very good reason to give the little
ones copious amounts of presents as, indeed,
is the case everywhere.
Bank holidays in Serbia:
Orthodox Christmas - “Bozic” are celebrated on
7th January
New Year – “Srpska Nova Godina”: 13th/14th January
Orthodox Easter – “Uskrs”: moveable celebration
Summer holidays and start of school: from 20th June
until September
As in many West European countries, it is custom
in Serbia to make starting school easier for young
children by giving them presents.
Children are simply a big thing: every year there is
a whole series of exhibitions, special fairs and events
held in Belgrade on the subject of “Children”.

Children should not lack anything
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Serbia – Television is
extremely popular.
Television is the most popular medium in Serbia.
Virtually 98 percent of the approximately 1.9 million
households had a television set in 2007. (In comparison: there were approx. 800,000 TV sets in 2002 – in
2008, there are already over 1.7 million TV screens).
91 percent of people watch television every day and
spend an average of 290 minutes per day in front
of the television. As a result, Serbia is one of the
countries with the longest viewing times in Europe.
(In Austria, for example, people watch television for
an average of just 163 minutes.)
As with adults, the viewing times of Serbian children
is also higher:
3 to 5-year olds amuse themselves for two hours per
day in front of the television while Austrian children
watch one hour of television per day.
Over one hundred television stations (the predominate
part of which are local TV channels) can be received
in Serbia.
Radio is used daily by 55 percent of the population,
30 percent read one of 18 relevant daily newspapers
each day, 34 percent of households have the internet.

TV is a strong advertising engine
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TV Landscape
Serbia has two public legal broadcasters:
RTS (Radio Televizija Srbije) and RTV (Radio Televizija
Vojvodina). RTS transmits two programmes with a
mixture of information and entertainment throughout the country.
The largest private broadcast station is Pink – it is
top of the most broadcast stations throughout the
country. Other country-wide private television broadcasters: B-92, Fox, Avala, Kosava/Happy TV and the
private children’s TV broadcaster Kanal D.
Kanal D is the only purely children’s TV station and
only transmits children’s programmes between 7.00
a.m. and 10.00 p.m.

Kanal D is the only purely children’s TV station
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Serbia –
An Overview of the
Advertising Market
The advertising market recorded a growth of 20 percent last year. Serbia is one of the communication
markets of the future. In 2007, the advertising outlay
was approx. 200 million Euro – of which

58 % in TV
23 % in print
14 % in outdoor
4 % in radio

Prognoses to 2010 promise a 300-percent growth
in advertising spending.*

* Source: Austrian Federal Economic Chamber

Most advertising expenditure is spent in TV
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Television for Children –
Kanal D
Kanal D is the pioneer in Serbian children’s television,
which has broadcast its programme, especially
targeted to the interests of children, since 2002.
This makes it the only TV station in Serbia which
only shows children’s programmes during its airtime
from 7.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.
The name is derived from the Serbian “Kanal Dece”
and means “Channel for Children”. The standard for
this innovative TV station is KIKA, the children’s
television station by ARD and ZDF.
“It is only with the heart that one can see
rightly.” – The slogan is its programme.
Kanal D offers children between two and twelve
15 hours of programmes a day. With its finely tuned
schedule of cultural and educational programmes,
entertainment and sports information, Kanal D
guides the children through the day, entertaining,
informing and educating them at the same time.
As well as popular domestic and foreign series, feature
files and animated films, the station also broadcasts
its own produced programmes. These make up
about 20 percent of the broadcast volume. The own
productions are focussed on the current findings of
pedagogics and media research. Child psychologists,
educationists and renowned children’s television
authors are involved with the programme design.

Children’s programmes from 7.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.
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Television for Children – Kanal D
Among the popular own productions is the literary
series “Dobrica Eric deci” with the famous Serbian
poet Dobrica Eric, the cultural programme “Krila
viteza” (wings of knights) and the programme “Slike
iz detinjstva” (images of childhood), in which popular
personalities tell stories about their childhood.
A special highlight is “Bum-Tras”: children take on the
role of journalists and report about the daily events
which concern their age group.
This means Kanal D offers entertaining, modern and
interactive television, which is intended to provide
stimulation and incentives to play, and encourage the
fantasy, creativity and independence of little viewers.
The cooperation with children’s institutions, nurseries
and schools is actively sought after by Kanal D in
order to make the programmes even more strongly
adapted to the needs of children.
Kanal D dubs all bought-in series and films from
abroad and only broadcasts them without subtitles
and only in the Serbian mother tongue. This makes
Kanal D stand out from its competitors.
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Kanal D –
Team & Technology
A team of 50 committed employees guarantee a
high quality of the broadcast programmes. The
station is broadcast from Belgrade. The equipment
of the station’s own sound studios to synchronise
the international productions, the recording studio,
the in-house station technology and six assembly places
as well as DVD production are all state-of-the-art.

State of the art
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Limitless Children’s
Television.
Kanal D can be received through cable and satellite.
The television station is fed into all Serbian cable
networks and can be found on the largest and most
important Serbian digital TV platform SBB-Serbia
Broadband. A number of cable networks in BosniaHerzegovina, Montenegro and Macedonia also receive
Kanal D. All in all, the children’s channel currently
has more than one million cable connections.
In addition, the children’s programme is broadcast
via the SBB Total TV satellite platform and can be
fed into the receiver throughout Europe with the
coordinates - Eutelsat W2, Total TV2 Ant3 10975 MHz
(V) SR.27500 2/3.
The schedule of Kanal D can be found on the internet
at www.tvkanald.rs and www.tvkanald.eu.
The aim is to offer children in the other countries of
Former Yugoslavia the children’s programme and to
take the local languages in each region into account
(by means of subtitling) using a new digital system.
German and Canadian cable operators have also
reported in interest in Kanal D.

One million cable connections
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The Reach
The Reach for 2007
In 2007, the market share of Kanal D was 5.3 percent
in its core target group (children aged between four
and twelve). The children spent about 58 minutes
per day watching programmes on the children’s
channel. All in all, Kanal D reached an average of
111,700 viewers daily last year.
The Reach in March 2008
Daily Reach March 2008

According to the latest information by
4 – 12 years
Nielsen Media Research for March 2008,
25 – 39 years
the average daily reach for children between
40+
four and twelve years old was 15.6 percent.
They spent about 54 minutes per day watching
programmes on the children’s channel, whereby
they watched television longest on Sundays (69
minutes). Viewing peaks were achieved by Kanal D
in the morning between 10.00 a.m. and 11.00 a.m.,
in the afternoons from 2.30 p.m. to 4.00 p.m. and
towards the end of the schedule from 9.00 p.m.
Even the parents watch the programmes on Kanal D:
the average daily reach for 25 to 39-year olds was
5.8 percent in March. With 58 minutes, they actually
watched Kanal D for longer each day than their offspring
did. The highest viewing rates were achieved on
Sundays. The adults, especially, watched the children’s
channel at around 3.00 p.m. / 3.30 p.m. and from 9.00 p.m.
The average daily reach for viewers aged 40+ was 3.6
percent. Their average viewing time was 32 minutes.
Info: Nielsen Media Research, Cable Households, 7.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.

15.6 %
5.8 %
3.6 %
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Kanal D - Ownership
Kanal D is 100-percent owned by Dragan Zivkovic,
Serbian-Austrian citizen. Dragan Zivkovic was born
in Serbia in 1951. Since 1973, he has lived abroad.
Since 1994, he has worked in a successful financial
consultancy in Vienna.
After the chaos of war, he was concerned with
contributing to the restoration of his homeland.
The decision to provide children especially with a
point of view came to him when he saw a girl, who
was lying on a cardboard box covered in a jacket
waiting while her parents sold postcards on the
street.
He acquired the children’s channel “Kanal Dece” in
February 2002 and developed it into a well-know
and popular TV station within a short period of time
which offers children modern television in their
native language.

Modern television for children
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Kanal D The Programme Schedule
MONDAY to FRIDAY
Broadcast Time

Programme

7:00:00 am
7:05:00 am
7:30:00 am
7:55:00 am
8:00:00 am
8:30:00 am
8:45:00 am
9:00:00 am
9:30:00 am
9:55:00 am
10:00:00 am
10:30:00 am
11:00:00 am
11:30:00 am
11:55:00 am
12:00:00 pm
12:30:00 pm
12:45:00 pm
1:00:00 pm
1:30:00 pm
1:55:00 pm
2:00:00 pm
2:30:00 pm
2:55:00 pm
3:00:00 pm
3:30:00 pm
3:45:00 pm
4:00:00 pm
4:30:00 pm
4:55:00 pm
5:00:00 pm
5:30:00 pm
6:00:00 pm
6:30:00 pm
6:55:00 pm
7:00:00 pm
7:30:00 pm
7:45:00 pm
8:00:00 pm
8:30:00 pm
8:55:00 pm
9:00:00 pm
9:30:00 pm
9:55:00 pm

Programme preview
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 1
Animated Series
Information prog. BUM TRAS
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 2
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 3
Animated Series
Information prog. BUM TRAS
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 4
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 5
Animated Series
Information prog. BUM TRAS
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 6
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 7
Animated Series
Information prog. BUM TRAS
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 8
Animated Series
Animated Series
Preview for tomorrow

7:05:00 am
7:30:00 am
7:55:00 am
8:00:00 am
8:30:00 am
8:45:00 am
9:00:00 am
9:30:00 am
9:55:00 am
10:00:00 am
10:30:00 am
11:00:00 am
11:30:00 am
11:55:00 am
12:00:00 pm
12:30:00 pm
12:45:00 pm
1:00:00 pm
1:30:00 pm
1:55:00 pm
2:00:00 pm
2:30:00 pm
2:55:00 pm
3:00:00 pm
3:30:00 pm
3:45:00 pm
4:00:00 pm
4:30:00 pm
4:55:00 pm
5:00:00 pm
5:30:00 pm
6:00:00 pm
6:30:00 pm
6:55:00 pm
7:00:00 pm
7:30:00 pm
7:45:00 pm
8:00:00 pm
8:30:00 pm
8:55:00 pm
9:00:00 pm
9:30:00 pm
9:55:00 pm
10:00:00 pm

“Documentary - Kanal D” = Documentary series or production by TV Kanal D

Target Group
2 to 6
2 to 6
7
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12
12

2 to 6
2 to 6
7
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12
12

7 to 12
7 to 12
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Kanal D The Programme Schedule
SATURDAY
Broadcast Time

Programme

7:00:00 am
7:05:00 am
7:30:00 am
7:55:00 am
8:00:00 am
8:30:00 am
9:00:00 am
9:30:00 am
9:55:00 am
10:00:00 am
11:00:00 am
11:30:00 am
11:55:00 am
12:00:00 pm
1:00:00 pm
1:30:00 pm
1:55:00 pm
2:00:00 pm
2:30:00 pm
2:55:00 pm
3:00:00 pm
3:30:00 pm
4:00:00 pm
4:30:00 pm
4:55:00 pm
5:00:00 pm
6:00:00 pm
6:30:00 pm
6:55:00 pm
7:00:00 pm
8:00:00 pm
8:30:00 pm
8:55:00 pm
9:00:00 pm
9:30:00 pm
9:55:00 pm

Programme preview
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 1
Animated Series
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 2
Live programme
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 3
Live programme
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 4
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 5
Animated Series
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 6
Live programme
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 7
Live programme
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 8
Animated Series
Animated Series
Preview for tomorrow

7:05:00 am
7:30:00 am
7:55:00 am
8:00:00 am
8:30:00 am
9:00:00 am
9:30:00 am
9:55:00 am
10:00:00 am
11:00:00 am
11:30:00 am
11:55:00 am
12:00:00 pm
1:00:00 pm
1:30:00 pm
1:55:00 pm
2:00:00 pm
2:30:00 pm
2:55:00 pm
3:00:00 pm
3:30:00 pm
4:00:00 pm
4:30:00 pm
4:55:00 pm
5:00:00 pm
6:00:00 pm
6:30:00 pm
6:55:00 pm
7:00:00 pm
8:00:00 pm
8:30:00 pm
8:55:00 pm
9:00:00 pm
9:30:00 pm
9:55:00 pm
10:00:00 pm

“Documentary - Kanal D” = Documentary series or production by TV Kanal D

Target Group
2 to 6
2 to 6
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
2 to 6
2 to 6
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
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Kanal D The Programme Schedule
SUNDAY
Broadcast Time

Programme

7:00:00 am
7:05:00 am
7:30:00 am
7:55:00 am
8:00:00 am
9:00:00 am
9:30:00 am
9:55:00 am
10:00:00 am
10:30:00 am
11:00:00 am
11:30:00 am
11:55:00 am
12:00:00 pm
12:30:00 pm
1:00:00 pm
1:30:00 pm
1:55:00 pm
2:00:00 pm
2:30:00 pm
2:55:00 pm
3:00:00 pm
3:30:00 pm
4:00:00 pm
4:30:00 pm
4:55:00 pm
5:00:00 pm
5:30:00 pm
6:00:00 pm
6:30:00 pm
6:55:00 pm
7:00:00 pm
7:30:00 pm
8:00:00 pm
8:30:00 pm
8:55:00 pm
9:00:00 pm
9:30:00 pm
9:55:00 pm

Programme preview
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 1
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 2
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 3
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 4
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 5
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 6
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 7
Animated Series
Documentary - Kanal D
Animated Series
Animated Series
ADVERTISING BLOCK 8
Animated Series
Animated Series
Preview for tomorrow

7:05:00 am
7:30:00 am
7:55:00 am
8:00:00 am
8:30:00 am
9:30:00 am
9:55:00 am
10:00:00 am
10:30:00 am
11:00:00 am
11:30:00 am
11:55:00 am
12:00:00 pm
12:30:00 pm
1:00:00 pm
1:30:00 pm
1:55:00 pm
2:00:00 pm
2:30:00 pm
2:55:00 pm
3:00:00 pm
3:30:00 pm
4:00:00 pm
4:30:00 pm
4:55:00 pm
5:00:00 pm
5:30:00 pm
6:00:00 pm
6:30:00 pm
6:55:00 pm
7:00:00 pm
7:30:00 pm
8:00:00 pm
8:30:00 pm
8:55:00 pm
9:00:00 pm
9:30:00 pm
9:55:00 pm
10:00:00 pm

“Documentary - Kanal D” = Documentary series or production by TV Kanal D

Target Group
2 to 6
2 to 6
7 to 12
7 to 12
7 to 12
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

2 to 6
2 to 6
7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

12
12
12
12

7
7
7
7

to
to
to
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12
12
12

7 to 12
7 to 12
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Kanal D – Positioning
Options & Tariffs
Classic TV Spots
Special Advertising Forms
Kanal D offers its advertisers many options to
suitably “focus on” them and their products
(aside from classic TV spots):
• Sponsorship: programmes are labelled in the
opening and closing credits
• Announcements by the speaker
• Commercial reports
(duration of one to three minutes)
• Product Placement: in all own productions
• Competitions
• Advertising break in feature films after
40 minutes of transmission
Kanal D offers tailor-made options to advertise
products and services and develops innovative forms
of advertising and cooperation in coordination with
its clients.
The same advertising conditions apply here as in
the EU.

Tailor-made Solutions
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Overview of Tariffs
Advertising intercalations

for the sales of the advertising times it is
Marketing department of the TV canal D responsibly.
The prices orientate themselves after the valid ones
Advertising price-list.

For other information ours stands to you
Marketing department with pleasure at your possession.

Marketing & Communication
TV Kanal D
Tanja Zivkovic
Tel.: +381 (0) 11/ 244 21 80
Fax: +381 (0) 11/ 344 63 11
marketing@tvkanald.rs

General Advertising Conditions
• For the ordered broadcasting of a TV-spot as the
first or last in the advertising block, the price is
increased by 20 percent.
• For the ordered broadcasting of a TV-spot as the
second or penultimate position in the advertising
block, the price is increased by 10 percent.
• For exclusivity in the advertising block with regards
any competing, similar products and services, the
price is increased by 100 percent, with the condition
that the spot must not be shorter than 30 seconds.
Exclusivity does not also mean selection of the
position within the block.
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General Advertising Conditions
• To broadcast commercial reports, a discount of
50 percent is allowed. Reports are programmes
lasting between one and three minutes and they
can be broadcast in free slots. Chiron is a text communication, which is broadcast during a programme.
Per word one tariff second becomes due. Seconds
tariff in accordance with overview.
• For other commercial programmes and forms of
sponsored programmes (entire programmes,
scenographic labels, advertising by speaker,
package offers, etc.), the prices are determined
and agreed separately.
• For sections of programmes, series and similar,
which are not defined in the price list, for cutting
into blocks, the price is increased by 50 percent in
proportion to the price of the prior blocks.
We reserve the right to make changes,
valid from 01.01.2008
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Kanal D Off-Air Cooperations,
Sponsorships, Events
Direct contact with the little viewers is important.
Therefore, Kanal D is present at many events.
• International children’s exhibition: general sponsor
• Cooperations with children’s drama schools and
children’s theatre
• General sponsor of “VITEZOVO PROLECE”, an
annual event in May, at which poets from Former
Yugoslavia are present and hold essay competitions,
lectures, etc. with approx. 4,000 selected children
from Serbian schools. As part of this event, the
best children’s writers and story-tellers are selected
(contract until 2012).
• Summer road show: in summer, Kanal D is present
in public outdoor swimming pools.
• Kanal D children’s magazine with games,
competitions and reading material. Companies have
the option of advertising in the magazine.
Distribution in shopping centres and schools, etc.
currently reaches 30,000 units.
• Children’s DVDs - Kanal D sponsors children’s DVDs
• Kanal D advertisements - Kanal D advertises in all
children-relevant print media and is present at
every “children’s event”.

Kanal D – always present
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Kanal D –
Future Projects, Expansion
With the end of June 2008, a 100-percent provision
of cable distributors was provided in Serbia, thus
creating a 100-percent presence of Kanal D for
children.
By the end of 2010/2011, Kanal D will invest in a new
digital system. This will mean that Kanal D can be
broadcast in the seven original languages of Former
Yugoslavia.
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Kanal D
Infomation & Contact
www.tvkanald.rs
www.tvkanald.eu

strujini@tvkanald.eu
dragan Zivkovic

strujini@tvkanald.rs
TV Kanal D management

zamenik.direktora@tvkanald.rs
TV Kanal D Acting menager
televizija@tvkanald.rs
Administration

redakcija@tvkanald.rs
Editing

distribucija@tvkanald.rs
Distribution

markering@tvkanald.rs
Marketing and communication
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Legal information and contact of
"the first childeren's
television station in Serbia"

www.tvkanald.eu
www.tvkanald.rs

STRUJINI TV Kanal D
Preduzeće za marketing i usluge d.o.o
Ustanička br. 64
11000 Beograd/Srbija
PIB: 101968093,
matični br: 17378309
šifra delatnosti: 92130
Director:
Zorica Zivkovic
strujini@tvkanald.rs

Acting menager:
Zotan Nikolic
zamenik.direktora@tvkanald.rs

Administration:
Tanja Stefanovic
televizija@tvkanald.rs

Press contact in Belgrade/Serbia:
TV Kanal D Marketing & Communication
Tanja Zivkovic
Tel.: +381 (0) 11/ 244 21 80
Fax: +381 (0) 11/ 344 63 11
marketing@tvkanald.rs

